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ABSTRACT

Vulnerability Assessment is an important method for identifying and analyzing security vulnerabil-
ities within a network system. This research aims to identify security vulnerabilities within the PT.
Dutakom Wibawa Putra network using OpenVAS as a research tool. In the vulnerability analysis
phase, OpenVAS is utilized to scan the PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra network and identify existing
vulnerabilities. Subsequently, an evaluation is conducted on the identified vulnerabilities, including
risk assessment and necessary mitigation recommendations. The outcomes of this study provide a
clear overview of the security vulnerabilities present in the PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra network. This
research using method analysis of vulnerability assessment technique implementation on network us-
ing OpenVas, several significant vulnerabilities that could impact the security of the network and
systems have been identified. The findings of this analysis report can serve as a foundation for de-
veloping improved security strategies and implementing effective mitigation measures. In conclusion,
this study successfully applies Vulnerability Assessment techniques to the PT. Dutakom Wibawa Pu-
tra network using OpenVAS. The identified vulnerability analysis results offer valuable insights into
security weaknesses that need to be addressed. It is hoped that this research can serve as a reference
for PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra and similar organizations in enhancing their network security through
the implementation of effective Vulnerability Assessment techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the ever-evolving digital era, companies like PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra need to keep their networks secure to protect sen-

sitive data, maintain operational continuity, and prevent potentially damaging cyber-attacks. Vulnerability Assessment is a proactive
approach to identifying security vulnerabilities in networks and computer systems. Through this technique, companies can identify
security gaps that may be exploited by unauthorized parties or attackers to gain illegal access to systems or steal confidential infor-
mation. PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra has chosen OpenVas (Open Vulnerability Assessment System) as one of the tools to perform
vulnerability analysis on their network. OpenVas is a popular open-source software used to identify and analyze vulnerabilities in IT
infrastructure. However, the implementation of Vulnerability Assessment techniques using OpenVas may face several challenges and
issues that need to be addressed. Some of the background issues that may arise in the implementation of Vulnerability Assessment
techniques using OpenVas include Configuration Complexity, Proper configuration of OpenVas requires a deep understanding of the
networks, operating systems, and protocols involved.

Misconfiguration can result in inaccurate analysis results or even cause disruptions in network operations. The effectiveness of
OpenVas in detecting certain vulnerabilities may vary depending on the version and updates available. The reliability and accuracy of
vulnerability detection is also an important factor in assessing the quality of the analysis performed. Handling False Positive (a result
that incorrectly states a vulnerability exists when it does not) and False Negative (failing to detect a vulnerability that actually exists)
are common problems in vulnerability analysis. It is important for PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra to evaluate OpenVas ability to reduce
these errors and optimize the accuracy of the analysis results. Resource Provision: The implementation of Vulnerability Assessment
techniques using OpenVas requires sufficient computing resources to run the analysis efficiently [1]. PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra has
limited resources, it is necessary to evaluate to ensure that the existing system can properly handle the analysis workload without
disrupting network operations. By understanding the background of the problems that may arise, PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra can
identify and overcome the obstacles associated with the implementation of the Vulnerability Assessment technique using OpenVas.
Thus, the company can improve their network security and protect valuable digital assets.

Open Vulnerability Assessment System (OpenVas) is a Vulnerability Scanner maintained and distributed by Greenbone Net-
work. It is intended to be a complete vulnerability scanner with a variety of built-in tests and a web interface designed to make setting
up and running vulnerability scans quick and easy while providing a high level of user configuration [2]. According to [3] OpenVas
is one of the software that has the ability to perform comprehensive scanning in handling system Vulnerability against the system
security standards that have been implemented in the field. In conducting security assessments, OpenVas identifies and analyzes
security vulnerabilities that exist in IT infrastructure. This research aims to identify security vulnerabilities within the PT. Dutakom
Wibawa Putra network using OpenVAS as a research tool.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research uses the OpenVas Data research method. This research in which data collection [4] activities are a series of

activities carried out through observation and recording, using certain instruments in accordance with the characteristics of the facts
to be studied or investigated 5. Therefore, data collection activities can also be referred to as activities to measure or reveal facts [6]
under investigation, becoming relevant data needed to test the truth of research hypotheses. In this regard, data collection activities
use more inductive thinking processes, namely measuring and observing specific facts which then become general data, and can
be used to test research hypotheses. Researchers here use objects at the company PT Dutakom Wibawa Putrat about analyzing
the implementation of the Vulnerability Assessment Technique on the PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra network using OpenVas. When
conducting research, researchers use the following collection techniques a. Observation is an observation that shows a study or
learning that is carried out deliberately, purposefully, sequentially, and according to the objectives to be achieved in an observation
that records all events and phenomena called observation results, which are described in detail, thoroughly, precisely, accurately,
useful and objectively in accordance with the observations made. This data collection method involves direct interaction between the
interviewer and the respondent, which allows the collection of in-depth and contextual information. c. Documentation comes from
the word document which means library material, which can be in the form of recordings, such as sound / cassettes, videos, films,
drawings and photographs. Documents mean all original records/authentic records that can be proven/made into legal evidence.

Vulnerability Assessment depends on discovering different types of system or network vulnerabilities, which means the as-
sessment process includes the use of various tools, scanners and methodologies to identify vulnerabilities, threats and risks [2]. The
goal is to find security holes that can be exploited by attackers to access or tamper with sensitive information [7]. This technique
involves the use of tools and methods such as automated scanning, penetration testing, code analysis, and configuration checks to
identify weaknesses that may exist. The results of a Vulnerability Assessment help organizations to take appropriate steps in improv-
ing security and protecting their systems from threats [8]. Here are some important points of the Vulnerability Assessment technique
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[9] is preparation, determination of method, vulnerability scanning, risk evaluation, prioritization of vulnerabilities, remediation and
follow-up, tracking and reporting, and monitoring and updating.

Figure 1. Flow of Vulnerability Assessment Technique

Open Vulnerability Assessment System (OpenVas) is a Vulnerability Scanner managed and distributed by Greenbone Network
[10]. It is intended to be a complete vulnerability scanner with a variety of built-in tests and a Web interface designed to make
setting up and running vulnerability scans quick and easy while providing a high level of user configurability. Overall, OpenVas is
a powerful and flexible tool for performing Vulnerability Assessment, providing critical information to improve system security and
protect organizations from security threats.

Metasploit is currently the world’s leading penetration testing tool, and one of the largest open source projects in information
security testing. metasploit has totally revolutionized the way we perform security testing on our systems. the reason why metasploit
is so popular is because of the wide variety of tasks it can perform to ease the work of penetration testing to make systems more secure.
In the context of computer security, exploitation refers to using weaknesses in a computer system or software to gain unauthorized
access, take over, or perform other malicious actions. Metasploit provides an organized framework with pre-developed exploits,
allowing users to try out those exploits in a controlled and safe scenario. Metasploit has a text-based and graphical interface that
makes it easy for users to run its tools. Using Metasploit, users can perform weakness scans, exploit discovered vulnerabilities,
attempt illegal access, and perform various actions to test and improve the security of their own systems [11].

Basically, data analysis in data analysis research is mostly done while in the field with various data collection activities. Thus,
after completing the field what the researcher must do is make a complete research report, and it is also an implementation process
that starts from data reduction, data presentation to conclusion like Figure 1. Data Reduction In data reduction, the author summarizes
the data needed, selects important data and focuses on the research title so that the data can be summarized and provides a clear view
and makes it easier to conduct research. 2. Data Presentation Data presentation is a series of complete data in a systematic format
into a simple, selective and easy to understand format. This aims to identify meaningful patterns, draw conclusions and take action.
3. Conclusion Drawing Furthermore, researchers draw conclusions and verification, by drawing conclusions by describing the results
that have been obtained [12].
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3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The object of implementing the Vulnerability Assessment technique with OpenVas. PT Dutakom Wibawa Putra has imple-

mented the Vulnerability Assessment technique as a step to maintain company network security. The following are the steps taken
in implementing the Vulnerability Assessment technique: 1. Preparation: a) Identify the assets to be evaluated. b) Define the scope
of the evaluation and the objectives to be achieved. c) Gather information about the assets to be evaluated, including network ar-
chitecture, operating systems, applications used, and relevant configurations. 2. Determine the method: a) Select the appropriate
evaluation method, such as automated scanning, manual analysis, or a combination of both. b) Use the OpenVas tool and technique
to be used in the evaluation. 3. Vulnerability Scanning: a) Perform a vulnerability scan using the selected tool or manual method.
b) Identify vulnerabilities and security holes present in the evaluated system, network, or application. c) Record the scan results,
including the vulnerabilities found, severity, and detailed information related to the vulnerabilities. 4. Risk Evaluation: a) Review the
vulnerabilities found and analyze the level of risk associated with each vulnerability. b) Consider the potential impact and probability
of exploitation of the vulnerabilities. c) Determine the level of risk associated with each vulnerability 5. Prioritize Vulnerabilities:
a) Based on the established level of risk, prioritize vulnerabilities that need to be addressed immediately. b) Determine the sequence
of corrective actions based on the level of urgency and risk associated with each vulnerability. 6. Remediation and Follow-up: a)
Develop corrective recommendations for each identified vulnerability. b) Implement corrective actions, such as system patching,
reconfiguration, policy changes, etc. c) Be sure to monitor and verify that the remedial action has successfully mitigated the risk
associated with the vulnerability. 7. Tracking and Reporting: a) Track all steps taken in the vulnerability remediation process. b)
Create a vulnerability evaluation report that includes the scan results, risk level, remediation recommendations, and actions taken. c)
Report the results of the vulnerability evaluation to relevant stakeholders, such as the security team, management, or the owner of
the asset being evaluated. 8. Monitoring and Updates: a) Continue to monitor system and network security on a regular basis. b)
Update the vulnerability evaluation according to changes in infrastructure, applications, or emerging security threats. c) Be sure to
update evaluation tools and techniques as needed and technology evolves. By following flow of Figure 2, it can perform Vulnerability
Assessment techniques in a structured and effective manner, helping to improve system and network security using OpenVas.

Figure 2. Process Vulnerability Assessment

Software Implementation Stages In the application of this software, there are several stages consisting of of: A. Installation
of linux times B. Installation of OpenVas C. OpenVas configuration. A. In the installation of kali linux after downloading from the
Webstie www.kali.org, select the language, then select the location¿ United States¿ Asia¿ Indonesia¿ configure the location¿ configure
the keyboard after completion, wait for the process. select network¿ if there is no wifi select no¿ configure hostname¿ domain¿ set up
users and passwords¿ select the hard drive partition and adjust it to your needs¿ after that the process display will appear finish the
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installationThen wait a few minutes until the display appears to boot to the desktop¿ enter username and password Desktop Display
Kali Linux 13. Dekstop display Kali Linux is as in Figure 3.

Figure 3. KaliLinux desktop

Make sure your Kali Linux is installed and updated with the latest version.Open the terminal on Kali Linux [14]. Update the
existing package list by running the following command: sudo apt update, After the update process is complete, run the following
command to install the required package: sudo apt install OpenVas, during the installation process, it will appear like this, After
completion you will be asked to select the appropriate configuration. Select the options that suit your needs. You can use the default
values for most options. The results of the completed installation are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Done OpenVas Installation

Scanning process on the first target, Office A, as the target to identify the vulnerability. Enter the ip address 192.168.57.103
which will be configured into OpenVas as below When a request is made to OpenVas to identify which will be the target of vul-
nerability identification all scanning tools will run everything. If the scanning process has been completed, the conclusion of the
Vulnerability Assessment results can be seen. If it is said to be critical or High, the result that appears is High. The High status occurs
because OpenVas finds critical gaps in the target system for which vulnerabilities are identified. The scanning results are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Scanning Result

After the process of Figure 5, it can be seen in the task details that the Office A network has several dangerous gaps in the High
category. The vulnerability occurs on port 445 on the TCP connection with a quality of detection of 98 percent. This vulnerability
can exploit and can control the system. This vulnerability can be exploited by attackers to send special network messages created for
the system running this server service.

Figure 6. Description of the High result of the OpenVas Vunerability Assessment

In the Figure 6, the results of the report explain the existence of a high level vulnerability on port 80, then the medium level
and low level. Vulnerabilities that are at a high level must be immediately mitigated to secure the system that has been carried out
Vulnerability Assessment using openvas which is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Assessment Report

At this stage, it will be tested whether or not the vulnerability can be exploited or not. If the Vulnerability Assessment stage
has been carried out, the previous stage up to the vulnerability report is sufficient. However, if the process is up to penetration testing,
simulation testing must be carried out in accordance with the findings of vulnerabilities in the system identified vulnerabilities to
prove whether or not the vulnerability is potentially dangerous on the target machine. In addition, the vulnerability must also be
successfully exploited. To start proving the findings of the Windows XP vulnerability that has been identified, then go directly to the
exploitation process. The tool used is Metasploit which is shown in Figure 8 [15].

Figure 8. Metasploit Console
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To run the exploit on the smb application enter the command below: root@kali:˜# msfconsole —— msf ¿ use exploit/windows/smb/ms08 067 netapi
After entering the SMB vulnerability database then enter the target ip address to be exploited RHOST 192.168.57.103 and then ex-
ploited. The results of the exploitation above show the system that provides the results entered and then entered the meterpreter. After
entering the meterpreter session, the command prompt program will be executed on windows xp in order to fully control the entire
system [16]. The results of exploiting the vulnerability from metasploit are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Vulnerability Exploitation Results From Metasploit

Find the main problem in the network and fix it by update software, Set security policies, improve network settings, Train
employees on threats, adhere to standard security guidelines, collaborate with internal security team, create a clear action plan,
review security check tools used, and suggest further research for continuous security. In conclusion, while this study has shed
light on the effectiveness of OpenVas in identifying vulnerabilities within the PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra network, it is essential to
consider the specific context and evolving nature of cybersecurity [1] [2].

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the implementation of the Vulnerability Assessment technique using OpenVas on the PT. Dutakom Wibawa
Putra network has provided valuable insights into the security posture of the company’s network infrastructure. However, it is
essential to acknowledge certain limitations of this study and suggest directions for future research. Firstly, it’s important to note
that the effectiveness of Vulnerability Assessment using OpenVas may vary depending on the specific network environment and
configurations. This study focused on a particular case, and the results may not be directly applicable to all scenarios. Future research
should explore the adaptability and performance of OpenVas in diverse network environments to provide a more comprehensive
understanding of its capabilities and limitations. Secondly, the Vulnerability Assessment analysis identified vulnerabilities that require
immediate attention. Still, it is crucial to recognize that the remediation process and the implementation of security measures are
equally critical. Future research should delve deeper into the remediation phase, including the development of strategies and best
practices for addressing the vulnerabilities discovered. Furthermore, the study highlighted the importance of regular scanning and
monitoring processes to keep up with evolving vulnerabilities. Future research can focus on optimizing the frequency and scope of
scans, as well as improving the automation of these processes to enhance network security further. In conclusion, while this study
has shed light on the effectiveness of OpenVas in identifying vulnerabilities within the PT. Dutakom Wibawa Putra network, it is
essential to consider the specific context and evolving nature of cybersecurity. Future research should continue to explore and refine
Vulnerability Assessment techniques and contribute to the ongoing efforts to strengthen network security in an ever-changing threat
landscape.
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